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Aesop: The Turkey, the Duck and the

Chicken

There was a turkey, a duck and a chicken: and all three

happened at the same time across a golden grain in the

middle of a road.

“What’s this?” the turkey said.

“It seems a grain of wheat”, the duck quacked.

“But it is peculiarly bright, I think”, the chicken piped.

“What ho”, the turkey cawed, “a grain’s a grain, I’ll eat

it, I’ll eat it!”

“No you don’t, you greedy beast, this grain is mine”, the

duck squawked — but by that time the chicken had swal-

lowed the grain.

“No!” the duck screamed, ripping its wings wide and

sinking to its knees, “I was already in the zone for the grain,

and it’s too late to turn back now” — and it turned on the

chicken and swallowed it whole.

“Gn— gn—” the duck hiccupped, “I can taste the grain!

I can taste the grain through the damned greedy chicken!”

“Let me try too!” cried the turkey — and swallowed the

duck whole — and thus was turducken first made.
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Aesop: The Cat and the Lid

One very hot day a man fell ill and staggered inside from

the heat, stomach heaving, knees clapping together, face set

in a terrible scowl.

The man had a cat; the cat was nowhere to be seen for

it was a very hot day, too hot for the cat.

The man staggered into his toilet, shivering and sweat-

ing with diarrhea aching for release. He ripped down his

pants while breathing in and raising his chest, fighting for

time, clenching his sphincter, positioning himself over the

toilet.

The cat in the meanwhile had found a nice white clay

basket to doze in, with a nice, cool puddle at the bottom of

it to ward away the searing heat. The cat had fallen asleep

there. Now it woke up as a pink lid, cracked in the middle,

slid over the top of the basket.

The man let himself go, let go with a torrential liquid

outpour from his bum; and for a split second he was re-

lieved.

The cat looked up, and saw in twilight the lid split open,

pouring down unspeakable effluvia; and a one-eyed ser-

pent, spitting; and in sudden enlightenment the cat opened

its mouth and said, “No.”

Responding to a terrible scream, the man’s neighbors

found him half-naked and terrified out of his wits, weep-

ing in a corner of the toilet-room, his buttocks perforated
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CHAPTER 59. AESOP: THE CAT AND THE LID

and his manhood split. The room’s walls were decorated by

a spiral from a furiously rising furry brush dipped in un-

speakable brown liquids and worse.

The cat was never seen again.

Note: Until very recently, this fable was left out

of translations of Aesop and included only in

Latin and Greek editions, as it was considered

“of dubious value” (Chambry).
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